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BRIDGING DIGITAL DIVIDE & DRIVING TRANSFORMATION
FOR GLOBAL CONGLOMERATES, STARTUPS & ENTREPRENEURS

Powering Digital Aspirations through Creative &
Groundbreaking Solutions
Founded by a lively and energetic bunch of passionate IT professionals, Blue Leaf Intech Pvt. Ltd. provides
vibrant, refreshing and agile technological solutions for a modern enterprise. Combining intrinsic digital
knowledge and diverse IT expertise, the experts at Blue Leaf Intech provide turnkey IT infrastructure,
web-based software development, digital marketing and software testing solutions. For years, Blue Leaf
Intech has been helping global enterprises in achieving digital goals through a mix of integrated and
innovative development and end-to-end operational excellence. For clients, Blue Leaf Intech has been a
stout pillar that turns unachievable digital goals into a concrete reality.

In the age of smartphones and deep internet penetration,
Blue Leaf Intech prepares you for digital excellence through a blend of creative
conceptualization, technological supremacy & deep user connect.

Analyze

Execute

Deliver
More than 50% Businesses Lack a Documented Digital Strategy & Tend to Fail, Digitally!
If the statement does not horrify and is not enough to shake you, let us give you 4 reasons to choose Blue
Leaf Intech as your digital partner:

Full-stack service metric
Unlike digital agencies with half-baked
digital solutions, we provide full-stack
tech solutions ranging from IT
infrastructure and web-based software
development to digital marketing and
testing solutions.

Steadily-growing client base
We are committed to serve clients
across industry domains and are
inching closer to become a company of
eminence in the ﬁeld of technology
with each passing day. Our proven
development and quality assurance
process has enabled us to serve clients
all over the globe.

Highly-committed &
agile team of experts
Driven by a strong philosophy of
passionate
commitment,
our
highly-experienced
experts
channelize their complete creative
and development energies towards
perfecting the project delivery as
per requirement.

Pragmatic, Innovation-driven
Solutions
Instead of providing standardized
solutions to businesses, we believe
in adding a creative touch by
understanding the requirements.
Our innovation-driven yet practical
solutions help you with your digital
goals.

We are the ‘perfectionists by habit’ in Everything We Do
Infrastructure Solutions

Software Testing Services

You can ride the tide of our extensive

Infuse our principle of ﬂawless perfection in

experience to accelerate your digital growth

everything you develop and deploy with tactful

while

testing services.

enjoying

on-demand

scalability

&

consistent reliability.

Functional Testing

VMware Powered Infrastructure
Virtualization

Usability Testing

AWS Support

Accessibility Testing

Managed Hosting Support

Performance Testing

Digital Marketing Solutions

Web Development Solutions

Your growth journey gets the right acceleration

We bring your business to the front seat of the

with Blue Leaf Intech and we make your

digital growth wagon and devise tech-based

footprint ready to rock the digital landscape.

solutions as per growth needs and business

Search Engine Optimization

requirements.
Responsive Website Development

Social Media Marketing
E-Commerce Development
Content Curation
ASP.Net Development
Pay Per Click Campaign
PHP Development
Online Reputation Management
Progressive Web Apps Development
Email Marketing

IDEATION

EXECUTION

COLLABORATION

Taking complete
responsibility of a project,
we brainstorm creative
concepts that add a whiff
of originality and dazzle to
existing IT efforts.

Taking cues from current
tech trends, we chart out a
detailed action plan and
abide by the same for
end-to-end execution.

Throughout the complete
process, we maintain
continuous connect with
all the stakeholders
including internal teams
and end-users to meet
expectations and demands.

